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Abstract. The School of Creative Arts & Technologies at Ulster University (Magee) has brought together the subject of computing with creative technologies, cinematic arts (ﬁlm), drama, dance, music and design
in terms of research and education. We propose here the development
of a ﬂagship computer software platform, SceneMaker, acting as a digital laboratory workbench for integrating and experimenting with the
computer processing of new theories and methods in these multidisciplinary ﬁelds. We discuss the architecture of SceneMaker and relevant
technologies for processing within its component modules. SceneMaker
will enable the automated production of multimodal animated scenes
from ﬁlm and drama scripts or screenplays. SceneMaker will highlight
aﬀective or emotional content in digital storytelling with particular focus
on character body posture, facial expressions, speech, non-speech audio,
scene composition, timing, lighting, music and cinematography. Applications of SceneMaker include automated simulation of productions and
education and training of actors, screenwriters and directors.
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1

Introduction

The School of Creative Arts & Technologies at Ulster University (Magee) has
brought together the subject of computing with creative technologies, cinematic
arts (ﬁlm), drama, dance, music and design in terms of research and education. This paper proposes the development of a ﬂagship computer software platform, SceneMaker, acting as a digital laboratory workbench for integrating and
experimenting with the computer processing of new theories and methods in
these multidisciplinary ﬁelds. An earlier instantiation of SceneMaker has been
reported in [1,2]. Drama and movie production is a costly process involving planning, rehearsal, (expensive) actors and technical equipment for lighting, audio
and special eﬀects. It is also a creative process which requires experimentation,
visualisation and communication of ideas between everyone involved, e.g., playwrights, directors, actors, cameramen, orchestra, costume and set designers and
managers. SceneMaker will assist with production processes and provide a facility to test and visualise scenes before they are ﬁnally implemented. Users will
input a natural language text scene description and automatically receive multimodal 3D visualisation output. The aim is to provide directors or animators a
draft idea of a scene view. Users will have the ability to reﬁne the automatically
created script and 3D output through an editing interface, also accessible over
the internet and on mobile devices. Thus, SceneMaker will be a collaborative
tool for script writers, animators, directors and actors, where they can share
scenes online. SceneMaker could be applied in the training of scene production
employees without having to utilise expensive actors and studios.
This work focuses on three research questions: (1) How can aﬀective and
emotional information be computationally recognised, represented and reasoned
about in screenplays and structured for visualisation purposes?, (2) How can
emotional states be synchronised in presenting relevant modalities?, and (3)
Can compelling, life-like and believable multimodal animations be achieved?
Section 2 of this paper gives an overview of current research on computational,
multimodal and aﬀective scene production. In Sect. 3, the design and architecture
of SceneMaker is discussed. SceneMaker is compared to related work in Sects. 4
and 5 concludes with future work.

2

Background and Literature Review

Automatic and intelligent production of ﬁlm/theatre scenes with characters
expressing emotional or aﬀective states involves four development stages and
this section reviews current work in these areas.
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Modelling Emotions and Personality in Film/Play Scripts

All modalities of human interaction express emotional aﬀective states with personality, such as voice, word choice, gesture, body posture and facial expression.
In order to recognise emotions in script text and to create life-like characters,
psychological theories for emotion, mood, personality and social status are translated into computable methods, e.g., Ekman’s 6 basic emotions [6], the PleasureArousal-Dominance (PAD) model [7] with intensity values or the OCC model
(Ortony-Clore-Collins) [8] with cognitive grounding and appraisal rules. Word
choice is an indicator of the personality of a story character, their social situation, emotional state and attitude. Diﬀerent approaches to sensing aﬀect in text
are able to recognise explicit emotion words using keyword spotting and lexical
aﬃnity [9], machine learning methods [10], hand-crafted rules and fuzzy logic
systems [11], and statistical models [10]. Common knowledge-based approaches
[12,13] and a cognitive inspired model [14] include emotional context evaluation
of non-aﬀective words and concepts.
2.2

Modelling Aﬀective Embodied Characters

Research on automatic modelling and animating virtual humans with natural
embodied expressions faces challenges not only in automatic 3D character manipulation/transformation, synchronisation of face expressions, e.g., lips and gestures
with speech, path ﬁnding and collision detection, but also in the execution of
actions. SCREAM (Scripting Emotion-based Agent Minds) [15] is a web-based
scripting tool for multiple characters which computes aﬀective states based on
the OCC-Model [8] of appraisal and intensity of emotions including social context. ALMA [16] (A Layered Model of Aﬀect) implements AﬀectML, an XMLbased modelling language which incorporates the concept of short-term emotions,
medium-term moods and long-term personality proﬁles. The OCEAN personality
model [17], Ekman’s basic emotions [6] and a model of story character roles are
combined through a fuzzy rule-based system [11] to decode the meaning of scene
descriptions and to control the aﬀective state and body language of characters.
The high-level control of aﬀective characters in [11] maps personality and emotion
output to graphics and animations. Embodied Conversational Agents (ECA) are
capable of real-time face-to-face conversations with human users or other agents,
understanding and generating natural language and body movement. Greta [18]
is a real-time 3D ECA with a 3D female model compliant with the MPEG-4 animation standard. Two standard XML languages, FML-APML (Function Markup
Language, Aﬀective Presentation Markup Language) for communicative intentions and BML (Behavior Markup Language) for behaviours enable users to deﬁne
Greta’s communicative intentions and behaviours.
2.3

Visualisation of 3D Scenes and Virtual Theatre

Visual and auditory elements involved in composing a virtual story scene,
construction of 3D environments or sets, scene composition, automated
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cinematography and the eﬀect of genre styles are explored in complete textto-visual systems such as WordsEye [19], ScriptViz [21], CONFUCIUS [3] and
NewsViz [22], and the scene directing system, CAMEO [24]. WordsEye depicts
non-animated 3D scenes with characters, objects, actions and environments. A
database of graphical objects contains 3D models and their attributes, poses, kinematics and spatial relations in low-level speciﬁcations. ScriptViz renders 3D scenes
from natural language screenplays simultaneously during the writing process,
extracting verbs and adverbs to interpret events and states in sentences. The
time and environment where a story happens, the theme around which the story
revolves and the emotional tone of ﬁlms, plays or literature classify diﬀerent genres with distinguishable presentation styles. Genre is reﬂected in the detail of a
production, exaggeration and ﬂuency of movements, pace (shot length), lighting,
colour and camerawork. Cinematic principles in diﬀerent genres are investigated in
[23]. Dramas and romantic movies are slower paced with longer dialogues, whereas
action movies have rapidly changing, shorter shot length. Comedies tend to be presented in a large spectrum of bright colours, whereas horror ﬁlms adopt mainly
darker hues.
CONFUCIUS [3] produces multimodal 3D animations of individual standalone sentences. 3D models perform actions, dialogues are synthesised and basic
cinematic principles determine camera placement. NewsViz [22] gives numerical
emotion ratings to words calculating the emotional impact of words and paragraphs, facilitating the display mood of the author over the course of online
football reports and tracks the emotions and moods of the author, aiding reader
understanding.
A high-level synchronised Expression Mark-up Language (EML) [20] integrates environmental expressions like cinematography, illumination and music
into the emotion synthesis of virtual humans. The automatic 3D animation production system, CAMEO, incorporates direction knowledge, like genre and cinematography, as computer algorithms and data to control camera, light, audio
and character motions. A system which automatically recommends music based
on emotion is proposed in [25]. Associations between emotions and music features
in movies are discovered by extracting chords, rhythm and tempo of songs.
2.4

Multimodal Interfaces and Applications

Technological advances enable multimodal human-computer interaction in the
mobile world. System architectures and rendering can be placed on the mobile
device itself or distributed from a server via wireless broadband networks.
SmartKom Mobile [26] employs the multimodal system, SmartKom, on mobile
devices. The user interacts with a virtual character (Smartakus) through spoken dialogue. Modalities supported include language, gesture, facial expression
and emotions through speech emphasis. Script writing tools assist the writing
process of screenplays or play scripts, like Final Draft [27] for mobile devices.

SceneMaker
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Design and Architecture of SceneMaker

The prototype software platform, SceneMaker will use Natural Language
Processing (NLP) methods applied to screenplays to automatically extract and
visualise emotions, moods and ﬁlm/play genre. SceneMaker will augment short
3D scenes with aﬀective takes on the body language of characters and contextual expression, like illumination, timing, camera work, music and speech and
non-speech audio automatically directed depending on the genre.
3.1

Architecture of SceneMaker

SceneMaker’s architecture is shown in Fig. 1. The key component is the scene
production module including modules for understanding, reasoning and multimodal visualisation situated on a server. The understanding module performs
natural language processing, sentiment analysis and text layout analysis of input
text utilising algorithms and software from CONFUCIUS [3], NewsViz [22] and
360-MAM-Aﬀect [5]. The reasoning module interprets the context based on common, aﬀective and cinematic knowledge bases, updates emotional states and
creates plans for actions, their manners and representation of the set environment with algorithms and software from Control-Value Theory emotion models
[4] and CONFUCIUS [3]. StoryTelling techniques developed in [28] will also
be employed here and gender and aﬀect in performance [29] will also be relevant. The visualisation module maps these plans to 3D animation data, selects
appropriate 3D models from the graphics database, deﬁnes their body motion
transitions, instructs speech synthesis, selects non-speech sound and music ﬁles
from the audio database and assigns values to camera and lighting parameters.
The visualisation module synchronises all modalities into an animation manuscript. Techniques for automated multimodal presentation [30], embodied cognition music [31], visual and audio synchronisation [32], and analysing sound in

Fig. 1. Architecture of SceneMaker
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ﬁlm [33] will be deployed here. The online user interface, available via desktop
computers and mobile devices, consists of two parts. The input module provides
assistance for ﬁlm and play script writing and editing and the output module
renders the 3D scene according to the manuscript and enables manual scene
editing to ﬁne-tune and polish the automatically created animations.
3.2

Implementation of SceneMaker

Multimodal systems automatically mapping text to visual scenes face challenges in interpreting human natural language which is ambiguous, imprecise and
relies on shared (and world) knowledge between the communicators. Enabling
a machine to understand a natural language text involves loading the machine
with grammatical structures, semantic relations and visual descriptions to match
appropriate graphics. Existing software tools fulﬁlling sub-tasks will be modiﬁed, combined and extended for the implementation of SceneMaker. For the
interpretation of input scripts, SceneMaker will build upon the NLP modules of
CONFUCIUS [3] and 360-MAM-Aﬀect [5] with GATE [34], but a pre-processing
tool will ﬁrst deconstruct the layout structure of the input screenplay/play script.
The syntactic knowledge base parses input text and identiﬁes parts of speech,
e.g., noun, verb, adjective, with the Connexor Part-of-Speech Tagger [35] and
determines the constituents in a sentence, e.g., subject, verb and object, with
Functional Dependency Grammars [36]. The semantic knowledge base (WordNet
[37] and LCS database [39]) and temporal language relations will be extended
by an emotional knowledge base, e.g., WordNet-Aﬀect [38], emotion processing
with 360-MAM-Aﬀect [5], EmoSenticNet [40] and RapidMiner [41] and ControlValue Theory emotional models [4], and context reasoning with ConceptNet [13]
to enable an understanding of the deeper meaning of the context and emotions.
In order to automatically recognise genre, SceneMaker will identify keyword
co-occurrences and term frequencies and determine the length of dialogues, sentences and scenes/shots. The visual knowledge of CONFUCIUS, such as object
models and event models, will be linked to emotional cues. CONFUCIUS’ basic
cinematic principles will be extended and classiﬁed into expressive and genrespeciﬁc categories. EML [20] is a comprehensive XML-based scripting language
for modelling expressive modalities including body language and cinematic annotations. Resources for 3D models are H-Anim models [42] which include geometric or physical, functional and spatial properties. For speech generation from
dialogue text, the speech synthesis module within CONFUCIUS, FreeTTS [43],
will be tested for its suitability in SceneMaker with regard to mobile applications
and the eﬀectiveness of emotional prosody. An automatic audio selection tool,
as in [25], will be employed for intelligent, aﬀective selection of sound and music
in relation to the theme and mood of a scene.
Test scenarios will be developed based on screenplays of diﬀerent genres
and animation styles, e.g., drama ﬁlms, which include precise descriptions of set
layout and props versus comedy, which employs techniques of exaggeration for
expression. The eﬀectiveness and appeal of the scenes created in SceneMaker
will be evaluated against hand-animated scenes and existing feature ﬁlm scenes.
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The functionality and usability of SceneMaker’s components and the GUI will be
tested in cooperation with professional ﬁlm directors, comparing the traditional
process of directing a scene with real actors with virtual (SceneMaker) actors.

4

Relation to Other Work

Research implementing various aspects of modelling aﬀective virtual actors, narrative systems and ﬁlm-making applications relates to SceneMaker. CONFUCIUS [3] and ScriptViz [21] realise text-to-animation systems from natural language text input, but they do not enhance visualisation through using aﬀective
aspects, the agent’s personality, emotional cognition or genre speciﬁc styling.
Their animations are built from well-formed individual stand-alone sentences
but not extended texts or scripts. SceneMaker will facilitate animation modelling of sentences, scenes or whole scripts. Individual sentences require more
reasoning about default settings due to lack of context and more precision will
be achieved from collecting context information from longer passages of text.
No previous storytelling system controls agent behaviour through integrating all
of personality, social status, narrative roles and emotions. EML [20] combines
multimodal character animation with ﬁlm-making practices based on an emotional model, but it does not consider personality types or genre. CAMEO [24]
relates speciﬁc cinematic direction, for character animation, lighting and camera work, to the genre or theme of a given story, but genre types are explicitly
selected by users. SceneMaker will introduce a new approach to automatically
recognise genre from script text with keyword co-occurrence, term frequency and
calculation of dialogue and scene length.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposes the development of a ﬂagship computer software platform,
SceneMaker, acting as a digital laboratory workbench for integrating and experimenting with the computer processing of new theories and methods in multidisciplinary ﬁelds. SceneMaker will contribute to believability and aesthetic quality of automatically produced animated multimedia scenes. SceneMaker, which
automatically visualises aﬀective expressions of screenplays, aims to advance
knowledge in the areas of aﬀective computing, digital storytelling and expressive
multimodal systems.
Existing systems already partly address aspects of NLP, emotion modelling
and multimodal storytelling and hence we focus on semantic interpretation
of screenplays or play scripts, the computational processing of emotions, virtual agents with aﬀective behaviour and expressive scene composition including
emotion-based audio selection. SceneMaker’s mobile, web-based user interface
will assist directors, drama students, writers and animators in the simulation
and testing of their ideas. Accuracy of animation content, believability and eﬀectiveness of expression and usability of the interface will be evaluated in empirical
tests comparing manual animation, feature ﬁlm scenes and real-life directing with
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SceneMaker. In conclusion, SceneMaker will automatically produce multimodal
animations with increased expressiveness and visual quality from screenplay or
play script input.
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